? reasoning?recall, at pleasure, ideasand combinations of ideas formed ?"g before, and fancy perceptions and associations, which never had any ject. These are mental operations, which are hourly performed, and of Ven a material object is brought within the sphere of our senses, by exjjrciining it attentively we become acquainted with its colour, consistence, and size. We are said to perceive these qualities, and the knowledge, Z1. is thus acquired, is said to consist of simple perceptions. But, after nlng these perceptions of external objects by this exercise of the senses,
? mind proceeds to operate upon these materials in various ways. She auces them into various forms?she devotes them to various purposes? } e recalls before her each perception individually?abstracting her attention m every other perception, she directs herself exclusively to the examina-?n one?she decides upon, or forms a judgment of its nature?she nipares the judgment which she has formed of one perception with the J gnient to which she has arrived respecting another, and, by reasoning n the qualities of both in connexion, she forms an opinion, not merely of leir. abstract, but of their relative properties?she then classifies these pereptions according to their qualities, and estimates them according to their ^semblances?she generalizes upon the qualities of objects as yet unseen, knowledge of the perceptions of those which she conceives to ba her similar, or opposite?and, last of all, she can imagine a thousand qualities and combinations of matter, which have no existence, and of which with the ancient categories and absurd distinctions of Aristotle.
For the sake of perspicuity and more convenient expression, do we believe, has mind been chopped down by many writers into such fractional divisions; but, in consequence of our strong bias to convert mere names after lengthened use into actual entities, this metaphysical dissection has introduced more difficulty and disorder into the study of mind, than can be easily imagined by any, save those who have been doomed to encounter them. Mason Good's Nosology is superior, both in euphony and intelligibility, to some catalogues of mental functions which we have seen; and, although perhaps they scarcely equalled it in the number, they certainly were not inferior to it in the minuteness of their subdivisions. If any advantage can be gained by attributing to mind distinct functions, and by distinguishing these functions by specific names, the arrangement of all the mental faculties into perception, memory, judgment, and imagination is the best. Sensation is only a form of perception, attention is merely the direction of perception to a specific object, abstraction is a specific appli- on the whole subject of mind (excluding its simple ?perations) amounts to little more than a scholastic classification of abstruse terms, and a profound description of superficial phenomena. Matter known to us only by its properties, and a few even of these properties &re sufficiently understood ; and is it to be conceived that matter, which ls subject to every sense, which comes into contact with our every mean of knowledge, which is palpable to the touch, visible to the eye, and accessible by every avenue of thought, should still remain unknown and as mysterious ?s ever, and yet that mind, which is immediately cognizable by no sense but that of consciousness, which can be seen only through its works, and even then as through a glass darkly, and whose absence can be predicated only Py finding no traces of its operation?is it to be conceived that this being ls to be denied an independent life, because we cannot subject it to the rule and plummet, bring it within the field of our Mind is seldom found in a state of unexceptionable integrity, and the degrees of derangement which it suffers are so infinite, that in the largest receptacle of lunatics, which we have ever entered, no two of its inmates could be discovered who were in all respects similarly crazed. " The peculiar character of insanity, in all its modifications, appears to be, that a certain impression has fixed itself upon the mind, in such a manner as to exclude all others; or to exclude them from that influence which they ought to have on the mind in its estimate of the relations of things. This impression may be entirely visionary and unfounded; or it maybe in itself true, but distorted in the applications which the unsound mind makes of it, and the consequences which are deduced from it. Thus, a man of wealth fancies himself a beggar, and in danger t)f dying of hunger. Another takes up the same impression, who has, in fact, sustained some considerable loss. In the one, the impression is entirely visionary, like that which might occur in a dream. In the other, it is a real and true impression, carried to consequences which it does not warrant.
There is great variety in the degree to which the mind is influenced by the erroneous impression. In some cases, it is such as entirely excludes all others, even those immediately arising from the evidence of the senses, as in the state of perfect mania formerly referred to. In many others, though in a less degree than this, it is such as to change the whole character. The particular manner, in which this more immediately appears, will depend of course upon the nature of the erroneous impression. A person, formerly most correct in his conduct and habits, may become obscene and blasphemous ; accustomed occupations become odious to him; the nearest and most beloved friends become objects of his aversion and abhorrence.
Much interesting matter of observation often arises out of these peculiarities ; and it is no less interesting to observe, during convalescence, the gradual return to former habits and attachments. A young lady, mentioned by Dr. Spurzheim, who had been for some time confined in a lunatic asylum, had shown, fof several weeks, every mark of a sound mind except one,?she hated her father. At length, she one day acknowledged, with pleasure, the return of her filial attachment, and was soon after discharged, entirely recovered. Even when the erroneous impression is confined to a single subject, it is remarkable how it absorbs the attention, to the exclusion of other feelings of a most intense and powerful kind.
I knew a person of wealth, who had fallen into a temporary state of melancholic hallucination, in connexion with a transaction in business which he regretted having made, but of which the real effect was of a trifling nature. While in this situation, the most severe distress occurred in his family, by the death of one of them under painful circumstances, without his being affected by it in the slightest degree.
The uniformity of the impressions of maniacs is indeed so remarkable, that it has been proposed by Pinel, as a test for distinguishing real from feigned insanity.
He has seen melancholies confined in the Bicetre, for twelve, fifteen, twenty, and ev.en thirty years; and, through the whole of that period, their hallucination has been limited to one subject. Others, after a course of years, have changed from one hallucination to another. A man, mentioned by him, was for eight years constantly haunted with the idea of being poisoned; he then changed his hallucination, became sovereign of the world and extremely happy, and thus continued far four years." 311.
All the principal theories of insanity we apprehend, are the offspring of one common error.
One function, or department of mind has generally been fixed upon as the faculty diseased, and the selection made has too ^ften depended upon some peculiar crotchet in the brain of the theorist, resulting from the observation of a few peculiar cases which happen to fall Within his own notice. But insanity must be studied with more extent of view, and can only-be thoroughly understood in its ten thousand modifications of aspect, by being seen and studied in them all.
The imagination may be extravagant, the perception may be deceptive, the judgment may be diseased, the association may be disordered, or the memory may be deranged. Any one of these states of mind, when present to excess, will often so unhinge every other mental power, and so peculiarize every mental operation, as to impart to the whole conduct an air of imbecility, or actual derangement. It 
